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About This Game

Monster Truck Drive is the ultimate free-range monster truck driving experience. Maneuver a capable modern monster truck in
4 unique levels: arena, moon, hills and dusk. No time limits. 3 different camera views are available. Enjoy the scenery, go for a

quick drive, or find the best jumps in this high quality casual monster truck driving adventure.
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Decent game for passing the time. Great game for people new to VR. Or if you just want to get really stoned and look and
pretty♥♥♥♥♥♥. It's (suspiciously human-sounding) cats and puzzles, what else do you need?. The Hscenes are well drawn and
well voiced plus the developer has other games with the same artwork. It was funny and fun and I enjoyed the trip. I would
recommend to get this and the price is what you pay for when you want quality. No machine translations which I fully enjoy.
I would put this game along the lines of Treasure Hunter Claire and Melty's Quest. Those two games are very well done and this
one is right up there with them. Even I dare say Cursed Armor, because while the games like this are short. Its how well the
storyline and everything else falls into place.

So, sucks that it was delayed but it was well worth the wait. I can't wait to see what more this developer puts out.. In short, game
is bad and the port is bad.

Graphics looks bad even for a 2006 game, shadows glitch all over the place.
Saying that the controls and movement are clunky is being generous. The fact that the dash is a debug feature that got into the
final version as it was should say enough.
Gameplay is boring, enemies just stand in place shooting
Maps feel empty and boring, sound design is really bad and shooting doesn't fell good
Powers are really hard to target and clunky to cast and most of the time I feel like I missed a part of the tutorial where it
explains how to use certain game mechanics.

The game needed a lot more polish (too late now) and the port as well. this game was hard when i was little and it still is.
wonderful game. I really enjoyed it. We are a father and son team and we rolePlayed it. check it out.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/FX1Kzbb-IfM
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I love this game! Have problems with onlie becose of Game Spy Still a verry good game (Ships,Aircraft,Submarines.) So
awsome!!. England is my City. Exclusively quickwitted & fast-paced.

There appears to be a significant difference in strength when it comes to factions in online play (some faction spells may be
considered as superior to others), otherwise it's all about reaction/solution to impending attacks from both ends (you and your
enemy).

Ranging from a 1 minute game to a whopping 15 minutes, these rounds of conquest move fast enough to clear at least 2 during
lunchbreak.

What to expect:

Expect to be challenged,
Expect to learn various strategies to end victorious
Expect a strange experience in cooperative gameplay with no form for communication with your teammate
Expect a puzzling campaign, with many boards to clear, all clearly different (with possible easy - medium - hard - (+core)
difficulties.

Enjoy a chance to give birth to warlord's spirit, and reforge your playstyle, ever improving!

Rating: 7/10 (price included in rating).

*art is cartoony and playful
*sound is pleasant, music is ok
*online community is very cold, but if you're lucky you get stuck with someone new on your friendlist
*the game is very active (many players online)
*you can only communicat with 4 facial expressions inside the game (cry, happy, angry.. forgot the last one).. I recommend
anything by David Pittman.
This is his third game, and it's excellent.
My only suggestion is that he lower the price.. Autocraft is game that's right to go into Early Access, as the game could do with a
lot of improvement before it becomes a proper Crashtastic clone....

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LIHe0QcEXKY. I'm a huge fan of carnival arcade games, and Pierhead Arcade is one of
my favorite games! There are a good amount of choices and I would love to have even more content added. I wish there were
more games like this!
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